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Abstract: Electroencephalography (EEG) and near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) are non-invasive
neuroimaging methods that record the electrical and metabolic activity of the brain, respectively.
Hybrid EEG-NIRS brain-computer interfaces (hBCIs) that use complementary EEG and NIRS
information to enhance BCI performance have recently emerged to overcome the limitations of
existing unimodal BCIs, such as vulnerability to motion artifacts for EEG-BCI or low temporal
resolution for NIRS-BCI. However, with respect to NIRS-BCI, in order to fully induce a task-related
brain activation, a relatively long trial length (≥10 s) is selected owing to the inherent hemodynamic
delay that lowers the information transfer rate (ITR; bits/min). To alleviate the ITR degradation,
we propose a more practical hBCI operated by intuitive mental tasks, such as mental arithmetic (MA)
and word chain (WC) tasks, performed within a short trial length (5 s). In addition, the suitability of
the WC as a BCI task was assessed, which has so far rarely been used in the BCI field. In this
experiment, EEG and NIRS data were simultaneously recorded while participants performed
MA and WC tasks without preliminary training and remained relaxed (baseline; BL). Each task
was performed for 5 s, which was a shorter time than previous hBCI studies. Subsequently,
a classification was performed to discriminate MA-related or WC-related brain activations from
BL-related activations. By using hBCI in the offline/pseudo-online analyses, average classification
accuracies of 90.0 ± 7.1/85.5 ± 8.1% and 85.8 ± 8.6/79.5 ± 13.4% for MA vs. BL and WC vs. BL,
respectively, were achieved. These were significantly higher than those of the unimodal EEG- or
NIRS-BCI in most cases. Given the short trial length and improved classification accuracy, the average
ITRs were improved by more than 96.6% for MA vs. BL and 87.1% for WC vs. BL, respectively,
compared to those reported in previous studies. The suitability of implementing a more practical
hBCI based on intuitive mental tasks without preliminary training and with a shorter trial length was
validated when compared to previous studies.
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1. Introduction
A hybrid brain-computer interface (BCI) refers to a BCI system that combines two or more different
types of brain signals or one brain signal with another bio-signal, such as electrooculogram (EOG) or
electromyogram (EMG) [1]. However, the latter case could be referred to as hybrid human-computer
interface (HCI), considering that BCI is originally used for paralyzed patients who cannot produce
a reliable bio-signal with residual muscles [2–4]. Thus, hybrid BCI will be hereafter referred to as
a BCI system developed based on different types of brain signals. Typically, hybrid BCIs provide a
higher classification accuracy than those of unimodal BCIs based on electroencephalogram (EEG),
near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) [5], or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [6–8]. They can
also simultaneously employ the advantages of different modalities, such as a high temporal resolution
of EEG, robustness to the physiological artifact of NIRS, and high spatial resolution of fMRI [9,10].
Therefore, several researchers have focused on hybrid BCIs and introduced a variety of interesting
hybrid BCI systems [11–18].
Because of compact size, non-invasiveness, and usability, EEG is the most popular brain imaging
modality used for developing BCIs [3,19]. However, it is susceptible to electrical noise and motion
artifacts [20]. The NIRS is relatively robust to electrical noise [21–25], and thus, the disadvantage of
a conventional EEG-BCI is compensated if both EEG and NIRS are combined for developing BCIs.
The most important advantage obtained when NIRS is combined with EEG is that the information not
included in the EEG is obtained because the NIRS hemodynamic response is a physiological signal
induced by a mechanism different from that of the EEG [26]. Hence, combining EEG and NIRS are
well suited for the hybrid BCI as their advantages and disadvantages are complementary. Therefore,
the hybrid EEG-NIRS BCI (hereafter referred to as hBCI) has received increased attention from several
researchers [27,28]. By using hBCI, Fazli et al. [5] verified the improvement of binary classification
accuracy using motor imagery (MI), and Khan et al. [29] and Yin et al. [30] confirmed the enhanced
BCI efficiency by increasing the number of available BCI commands. Furthermore, open-access hBCI
datasets were released to satisfy the increasing interest for hBCIs [31,32]. Recently, a compact hBCI
system was proposed to improve the portability of the hBCI [33,34].
However, standard hBCIs also exhibit disadvantages, such as a longer single trial length (i.e., time
taken from the task onset to the end of the rest period) than that of a unimodal EEG-BCI because
the hBCI depends on the EEG, and NIRS suffering from an inherent hemodynamic delay [35]. Thus,
the performance of the hBCI in terms of information transfer rate (ITR in bits/min) is unavoidably
limited. Therefore, to increase the ITR, the trial length should be reduced while preventing a
degradation in the classification accuracy.
BCI users may not use a system that is inconvenient and requires a long training time. For instance,
a MI-based BCI is the most commonly used BCI which requires a long period of preliminary training
because most people do not easily understand how they can have a concrete feeling of motor imagery
(kinesthetic motor imagery) and tend to imagine an image of moving their body parts (visual motor
imagery) instead. Although several studies have introduced MI-based BCI systems based on minimal
(or no) training, approximately a quarter of the participants could not produce consistent MI-related
brain patterns [36,37]. This was confirmed in our recent study performed with 29 participants [31],
where approximately 24% (seven out of 29) of the participants did not show an acceptable classification
accuracy higher than a theoretical chance level of 60% [38] for the MI-BCI. Co-adaptive training has
reduced the percentage of participants unable to perform the MI-BCI [36,39,40]. Thus, the development
of BCI systems that require short preliminary training or ideally no training and use clear task-related
responses is essential to ensure that the BCI system become more practical. In this study, a mental
arithmetic (MA) or word chain (WC) task was used to implement a practical and effective BCI system
as an alternative to MI because MA and WC tasks require little preliminary training and are intuitive.
All individuals can readily understand how to concretely perform MA and WC tasks and clear
task-related responses emerge without intensive preliminary training [32,33,41]. Therefore, MA and
WC tasks were considered as intuitive mental tasks.
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In this study, to implement a more practical hBCI with a higher ITR, the following two aspects
were considered: (1) reduced trial length and (2) intuitive mental tasks requiring little preliminary
participant training, such as MA and WC. While MA has been frequently used in BCI studies, the WC
task was first introduced in our recent BCI study [32] and followed by another BCI study [42]. Because
the ITR as a function of the trial length can be significantly degraded using a relatively long trial length
(e.g., ≥10 s) owing to the inherent hemodynamic delay, a 5-s trial length was used to increase the
theoretically reachable ITR. The degradation of the classification accuracy owing to an insufficient
development of the task-related hemodynamic response within 5 s was compensated by adding EEG
data. Hence, the overall ITR could be larger than that of conventional hBCI studies with a long trial
length (≥10 s) [29,31–33].
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants
Ten participants (five males and five females, 27.6 ± 4.9 years [mean ± standard deviation]) were
recruited for this study. All experiments were performed in Berlin with Korean participants who
were recruited via a local Korean community website in Germany. None of the participants reported
neurological, psychiatric, or other brain-related diseases that could affect the results of the study.
The participants were informed of the experimental procedure, and they signed a written consent
form prior to participation. After the experiment, they were financially compensated. The study was
conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics Committee
of the Institute of Psychology and Ergonomics, Berlin Institute of Technology (approval number:
SH_01_20150330).
2.2. Instrumentation
The EEG data were recorded by the BrainAmp EEG amplifier (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching,
Germany) with a linked mastoids reference at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz after analog band-pass
filtering from 0.016 to 1000 Hz. Twenty-two active electrodes were fixed on a custom-made elastic cap
(EASYCAP GmbH, Herrsching, Germany) and placed at AFp1, AFp2, AFF1h, AFF2h, AFF5h, AFF6h,
F3, F4, F7, F8, Cz, C3, C4, T7, T8, Pz, P3, P4, P7, P8, POO1, and POO2. The ground electrode was
placed on Fz [28]. The NIRS data were recorded by NIRScout (NIRx GmbH, Berlin, Germany) at a
sampling rate of 12.5 Hz. Five light sources and three detectors resulting in nine channels were fixed
on the same cap as the EEG electrodes around Fpz. The inter-optode distance was 30 mm. Figure 1
shows the placement of the EEG electrodes and NIRS channels. The EEG electrodes were uniformly
distributed over the scalp. However, because it is widely known that brain activity related to MA and
WC tasks is observed in the (pre)frontal area [31,43,44], EEG electrodes located in the (pre)frontal area
were only employed for the data analysis (see Figure 1). The NIRS channels were originally located
only on the prefrontal cortex (PFC).
The EEG amplifier was also used to measure the EOG that was recorded at the same sampling
rate as that of the EEG using two vertical (above and below the left eye) and two horizontal (the outer
canthus of each eye) electrodes. The EEG, NIRS and EOG signals were simultaneously recorded.
To synchronize the signals, external triggers were sent to each amplifier through parallel ports using
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
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Figure 1. Placement of the EEG electrodes (yellow with labels) and the location of the NIRS channels 
(red). A ground electrode (gray) was located at Fz. An NIRS channel was created by a pair of 
neighboring source and detector optodes. Only EEG and NIRS channels within the (pre)frontal area 
denoted by the green dashed line were used for the data analysis. 
2.3. Experimental Paradigm 
The participants sat on a comfortable armchair in front of a 50-inch white screen. The distance 
between the participants and the screen was approximately 1.6 m. The experiment was composed of 
three sessions involving three types of tasks: MA, WC, and baseline (BL). During the MA task, the 
participants were instructed to perform continuous single digit (between 6 and 9) subtraction from a 
random three-digit number (e.g., 567-8: 567-8 = 559, 559-8 = 551, 551-8 = 543, etc.). During the WC 
task, the participants were instructed to continuously come up with a word starting with the last 
letter of a former word (e.g., in English: B: Boy–year–rabbit–tree, etc.) as fast as possible. The 
participants were instructed to avoid repeating the same words. The WC task was performed in the 
participants’ native language (Korean). Because the first letter changed depending on the word the 
participants came up with, it was difficult to control the level of task difficulty with the initial letter 
of the WC task. Thus, different initial letters were presented for the participants to avoid getting used 
to the task. The participants reported that they had produced approximately four to five words for 
each trial. During the MA and WC tasks, the participants did not articulate the answers because lip 
motions may have contaminated the EEG and NIRS signals. However, an experimental supervisor 
educated the participants on how to perform the task prior to the experiment, and the supervisor 
repeatedly asked the participants to be get involved in the experiment sincerely at the end of every 
single session. For the BL, the participants were asked to relax without any thoughts. Figure 2 shows 
a schematic diagram of the experimental paradigm. Before and after a session, pre- and post-rest were 
conducted for 1 min with a fixation cross displayed on the screen. A single session comprised 30 trials 
(10 repetitions per task). Each trial started with 2 s corresponding to the visual introduction of the 
task. In the instruction period, an initial calculation problem (a random three-digit number minus a 
single-digit number between 6 and 9) or a single letter was given for the MA and WC tasks, 
respectively. A fixation cross was displayed for the BL. After the instruction period, a task period of 
5 s, which was shorter than that of previous studies (10 s) [45–47]. A fixation cross was shown to 
avoid unnecessary ocular movement. The task period ended with a “STOP” sign on the screen and 
was followed by a resting period that was randomly assigned between 13 and 15 s. At the beginning 
and end of the task period, a short beep (250 ms) was played. All instructions were displayed on the 
screen by a video projector. 
Figure 1. Placement of the EEG electrodes (yellow with labels) and the location of the NIRS channels
(red). A ground electrode (gray) was located at Fz. An NIRS channel was created by a pair of
neighboring sourc and detector optodes. Only EEG and NIRS channels within the (pre)frontal area
denoted by the green dashed line were used for the data analysis.
2.3. Experimental Paradigm
The participants sat on a comfortable armchair in front of a 50-inch white screen. The distance
between the participants and the screen was approximately 1.6 m. The experiment was composed
of three sessions involving three types of tasks: MA, WC, and baseline (BL). During the MA task,
the participants were instructed to perform continuous single digit (between 6 and 9) subtraction
from a random thre -digit number (e.g., 567-8: 567-8 = 559, 559-8 = 551, 551-8 = 543, etc.). During
the WC ask, the part cipan s were instructed to continuously come up with a word starting with
the last letter of a former word (e.g., i English: B: Boy–year–rabbit–tree, etc.) as fast as possible.
The participants were instructed to avoid repeating the same words. The WC task was performed in
the participants’ native language (Korean). Because the first letter changed depending on the word the
participants came up with, it was difficult to control the level of task difficulty with the initial letter of
the WC task. Thus, different initial letters were presented for the participants to avoid getting used
to the task. The participants reported that they had produced approximately four to five words for
each trial. During the MA and WC tasks, the participants did not articulate the answers because lip
motions may have c ntaminat d the EEG and NIRS signals. However, an experimental supervisor
educated the participants on how to perform the task prior to the experiment, and the up visor
repeatedly asked the participants to be get involved in the experiment sincerely at the end of every
single session. For the BL, the participants were asked to relax without any thoughts. Figure 2 shows
a schematic diagram of the experimental paradigm. Before and after a session, pre- and post-rest
were conducted for 1 min with a fixation cross displayed on the screen. A single session comprised
30 trials (10 repetitions per task). Each trial started with 2 s corresponding to the visual introduction
of the task. In the instruction period, an initial calculation problem (a random three-digit number
minus a single-digit number between 6 and 9) or a single letter was given for the MA and WC tasks,
respectively. A fixa ion cross was displayed for the BL. After the instruction period, a task period of
5 s, which was shorter than hat of previous studies (10 s) [45–47]. A fixation cross was shown to avoid
unnecessary ocular movement. The task period ended with a “STOP” sign on the screen and was
followed by a resting period that was randomly assigned between 13 and 15 s. At the beginning and
end of the task period, a short beep (250 ms) was played. All instructions were displayed on the screen
by a video projector.
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of deoxy- and oxy-hemoglobin (HbR and HbO) were first calculated using the modified  
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2.5. Features 
For the EEG, the signals were band-pass filtered with multiple passbands of θ (4–8 Hz),  
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even though the hemodynamic response might not be fully developed owing to the inherent 
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0 and 5 s were only considered to obtain high ITRs by not using an analysis data length longer than 
the task period of 5 s. To capture the precise characteristics of the NIRS signals, three sub-time 
Figure 2. Schematic sequence diagram of the experimental paradigm for one session. Each session
consists of a 15-s resting period, 30 repetitions of a given task, and a 15-s resting period. Each task starts
with a 2-s visual introduction, followed by a 5-s task period and a 13–15-s rest period starting with a
“STOP” sign on the screen for 2 s. At the beginning and end of the task period, a short beep was played
for 250 ms. At the instruction, +, A, and 567-8 indicate the baseline (BL), word chain (WC), and mental
arithmetic (MA) tasks, respectively. The red vertical line indicates the task onset. The task onset was
the time when the participants started to perform the numerical calculation (MA), state words (WC),
and be relaxed (BL).
2.4. Preprocessing
In thi study, all data analyses were performed using MATLAB R2013b. With respect to EEG,
as previously mention d, 10 (pre)frontal EEG chan els (AFp1, AFp2, AFF1h, AFF2h, AFF5h, AFF6h,
F3, F4, F7, and F8) were only involved in the data analyses. The raw EEG data were first band-pass
filtered between 1–40 Hz, and then an independent component analysis (ICA)-based EOG correction
was performed using the automatic artifact rejection toolbox of EEGLAB [48]. The classification
performance obtained using the original data without EOG rejection and EOG-free data was compared;
however, there was no significant difference (results are not shown here). The preprocessed EEG
signals were then downsampled by decimation to 100 Hz, during which an anti-aliasing (low-pass) FIR
filter was also applied to avoid aliasing. A time-frequency analysis for each task was performed using
the EEGLAB toolbox [49]. For the NIRS data, concentration changes of deoxy- and oxy-hemoglobin
(HbR and HbO) were first calculated using the modified Beer-Lambert law [50]. The chromophore
data were band-pass filtered (sixth order zero-phase Butterworth filter with passband of 0.01–0.2 Hz)
to eliminate physiological noises. Band-pass filtering is a most common method to remove global
physiological noises, such as Mayer wave, cardiac pulse, respiration, etc. [21]. The continuous EEG
and NIRS data were segmented into epochs from t = −5 to 5 s relative to the task onset. A baseline
correction was performed by subtracting the average value between −5 and −2 s because it was
assumed that a participant may begin performing a corresponding task during the instruction period
(− –0 s).
2.5. Features
For the EEG, the signals were band-pass filtered with multiple pas bands of θ (4–8 Hz),
α (8–13 Hz), and β (13–30 Hz) bands given the good temporal stability of MA- and WC-related EEG
patterns in the α (8–13 Hz) an β (13–30 Hz) bands [51] and various p rticipant-specifi discriminative
EEG spectra, including the θ (4–8 Hz) band [33]. The filter bank com on spatial pattern (FBCSP) was
applied to the processed signals [52–56]. The features were extracted using the log-variance of the first
and last three CSP components within a time window between 0 and 5 s (from the task onset to the
end of the task period) from all the EEG electrodes. For the NIRS data, even though the hemodynamic
response might not be fully developed owing to the inherent hemodynamic delay, the mean value
and average slope of the time courses of HbR and HbO between 0 and 5 s were only considered to
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obtain high ITRs by not using an analysis data length longer than the task period of 5 s. To capture the
precise characteristics of the NIRS signals, three sub-time windows (0–2, 2–4, and 4–5 s) were used
to calculate two types of features, and the feature vector was constructed using the mean and slope
features extracted from the three sub-windows for HbR and HbO, separately. The same trial length of
5 s was used for the EEG and NIRS data analyses to compare the performance (classification accuracy
and ITR) of the EEG, NIRS, and hBCI fairly.
2.6. Classification
A shrinkage linear discriminant analysis (sLDA) was used as a classifier [57,58]. The sLDA
effectively mitigates the degradation of the classification accuracy owing to the high dimensionality of
the feature vectors by replacing the empirical covariance matrix Σ with (1− λ)Σ+ λI, where λ and
I are the regularization parameter and identity matrix, respectively. The optimal λ was determined
based on the Ledoit-Wolf lemma [59–62]. A 10 × 5-fold cross-validation was applied to perform
an offline evaluation of the classification. The same classifier and cross-validation approach were
applied to both EEG and NIRS data. Three individual classifiers were used for EEG, HbR, and
HbO. The dimensionality of the EEG feature vector was the (number of CSP components × number
of pass-bands) × number of trials, and those of HbR/HbO were the (number of NIRS channels ×
number of sub-time windows × number of features) × number of trials. Then, a meta-classification
method was employed. Two possible combinations of the outputs of three individual classifiers were
formed (i.e., HbR+HbO and EEG+HbR+HbO) to construct two feature vectors for two meta-classifiers.
The dimensionality of the two feature vectors were the number of classifier outputs (2 [HbR+HbO] or
3 [EEG+HbR+HbO]) × number of trials, respectively. The meta-classifiers were trained based on the
training samples and then tested based on testing samples. The EEG, NIRS, and hBCI classification
accuracies corresponded to those obtained using the EEG, HbR+HbO, and EEG+HbR+HbO datasets,
respectively [5]. To sum up the meta-classification approach: a hierarchical classification method was
used that consists of two layers. In the first layer, the EEG and NIRS data were independently classified
using two sLDAs. The outputs of the individual sLDA classifiers formed a feature vector for a new
sLDA classifier in the second layer, and then the new sLDA gives a final classification result. In addition,
a pseudo-online simulation was performed to examine the feasibility of implementing an online hBCI
system based on our paradigm, wherein a session-wise cross-validation was performed. Thus, a test
set did not contain the data from other sessions included in a training set. A classifier should be built
using the (training) dataset that temporally preceded a test dataset in a pseudo-online simulation
(i.e., training a classifier with the data obtained in the first and second session [20 trials], and testing
the classifier with the data obtained in the third session [10 trials]). The pseudo-online analysis was
performed for simplicity with the assumption that each session was independent in violation of a strict
causal validation procedure (empirically the data results did not change significantly). Ideally, a causal
leave-one-out cross-validation procedure would be the most appropriate, however computationally
challenging. With the exception of the constitution of training and test dataset, the methods identical
to those used in the offline analysis were used for the pseudo-online analysis. Only two types of
binary classification, MA vs. BL and WC vs. BL, were performed because MA vs. WC and the ternary
classification (MA vs. WC vs. BL) did not show reasonable classification performance even though
they showed somewhat unique spatiotemporal patterns (see Section 3.2).
2.7. Information Transfer Rate
The ITR (bits/min) is a common metric to assess the performance of BCI systems. The ITR
is calculated based on the number of trials per minute (m), number of available commands (N),
and classification accuracy (P) as follows [3,19]:
ITR = m×
(
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where N was 2 in this study.
2.8. Statistical Test
In this study, a Friedman test was performed to compare the BCI performances of the EEG, NIRS,
and hBCI, and a Wilcoxon signed rank test with a false discovery rate (FDR) correction was performed
as a post-hoc analysis.
3. Experimental Results
3.1. EEG Characteristics
Figure 3 shows the event-related EEG (de)synchronization (ERD/S) averaged over all participants
for MA, WC, BL, MA-BL (i.e., ERD/S difference between MA and BL), and WC-BL. The ERD/S was
calculated by averaging the spectral power changes measured at the 10 frontal electrodes (AFp1, AFp2,
AFF1h, AFF2h, AFF5h, AFF6h, F3, F4, F7, and F8). The ERD/S was estimated using the event-related
spectral perturbation algorithm in EEGLAB (window size: 5120 ms with either a sliding step of 80 or
90 ms). The sub-windows were zero-padded with a pad-ratio of 2, resulting in a frequency resolution
of approximately 0.1 Hz. A strong ERD was observed in the α band at approximately 10 Hz prior to
the task onset while performing the MA or WC task, and this might have been from the preceding
task introduction starting at −2 s. For the MA task (see MA and MA-BL), a narrow-band strong ERD
at approximately 10 Hz and broad-band ERD in the β-band (15–30 Hz) were observed. The ERS in
the θ-band and the high α-band (10–13 Hz) were also significantly observed in the early stage of the
task period (0–5 s). For the WC task (see WC and WC-BL), the ERD was observed around the whole
frequency bands, and specifically a prominent ERD was observed in the δ-, α-, and high-β bands.
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Figure 3. Event-related (de)synchronization (ERD/S) induced by MA, WC, BL, MA-BL (difference
between MA and BL), and WC-BL (difference between WC and BL) in the frontal area. The results are
calculated by averaging the spectral power changes measured at the 10 frontal electrodes (AFp1, AFp2,
AFF1h, AFF2h, AFF5h, AFF6h, F3, F4, F7, and F8). A common colorbar for all five subplots indicates
the range of the map in dB. The gray patches indicate the task period of 0–5 s.
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However, in contrast to the MA task, a distinct ERS was not observed in any frequency band.
For the BL, no distinct ERD/S was detected when compared to the MA and WC tasks with the
exception of the weak ERD in the α-band (approximately 10 Hz).
3.2. NIRS Characteristics
The changes in the spatial distributions of the grand average hemodynamic responses over time
are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a corresponds to the HbR changes for the MA, WC, and BL tasks.
During the task period (0–5 s) shown in Figure 4a, the HbR gradually decreased owing to the MA
or WC task as the time increased, and the lowest decrease in HbR was observed at the end of the
task period (4–5 s). The HbR induced by the WC decrease appeared more broadly at the left-side
channels than that induced by the MA task. However, a subtle change in the HbR induced by the BL
was observed. Figure 4b shows the HbO changes exhibited a trend opposite to HbR. While performing
the MA or WC task, the HbO gradually increased. In contrast to HbR, a distinct change in the HbO
was observed at 2–4 s. For the BL, the HbO gradually increased as time increased, but not significant
as compared to MA and WC.
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3.3. Classification Accuracy
Figure 5 shows the offline binary classification accuracies of each participant for EEG, NIRS,
and hBCI. For MA vs. BL, the average EEG and NIRS classification accuracies were 84.9 ± 7.0%
and 79.1 ± 12.1% (mean ± standard deviation), respectively. For WC vs. BL, the average EEG and
NIRS classification accuracies were 78.7 ± 7.4% and 77.4 ± 9.4%, respectively. The hBCI classification
accuracies were 90.0 ± 7.1% and 85.5 ± 8.1% for MA vs. BL and WC vs. BL, respectively. The hBCI
classification accuracies were significantly higher (corrected p < 0.01) than those of the NIRS and EEG
in both cases (MA vs. BL and WC vs. BL).
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The pseudo-online classification results are shown in Figure 6. The pseudo-online hBCI
classification accuracies (85.8± 8.6% and 9.8 10.2%) were higher than th se of the EEG (81.5 ± 8.1%
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3.4. Information Transfer Rate
Figure 7 shows the ITR comparison between this study and previous hBCI studies [31–33].
The light and dark gray dashed lines denote the theoretical ITRs given the trial length (5 s in this
study and 10 s in previous studies [31–33]). The average ITRs and their standard deviations are shown
on the left side of the figure. The circle and square symbols indicate the individual ITRs examined
in the current and previous studies, respectively. As shown in Figure 7, hBCI ITRs of 6.88 ± 2.87
and 5.24 ± 2.48 bits/min were obtained on average for MA vs. BL and WC vs. BL, respectively.
The hBCI ITRs were significantly higher to those of the EEG and NIRS for both cases (corrected
p < 0.01). For MA vs. BL, given the short trial length (5 s), the average ITRs were 96.6% and 127.8%
higher than the average ITRs in previous studies [31,33]. For WC vs. BL, the average ITR was 87.1%
higher than that in a previous study [32].
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for EEG-BCI because the EEG exhibits good temporal responsiveness. Therefore, as known from
the literature reporting that EEG and NIRS are complementary, resulting in an improved BCI
performance [5], it is effective to improve the NIRS-BCI performance by adding the EEG.
Initial dip features of the NIRS signals that can be extracted at 0–2.5 s based on the task onset are
potentially good candidates, although these do not lead to better classification accuracy as indicated by
previous studies [66,67]. Moreover, since the initial dip in the hemodynamic signal shows a negative
peak around 2 s and return to the baseline level before 5 s [68,69], the initial dip function can be
approximated with a mixture of the Gaussian functions and a general linear regression analysis
(which is frequently performed in fMRI and NIRS analyses). Using an initial dip model function
may thus be useful to appropriately extract the meaningful features. In this study, even though
we did not explicitly employ these initial dip features for the NIRS signal, the features may still be
captured implicitly through preprocessing with three separated time windows (0–2, 2–4, and 4–5 s) for
feature extraction.
The results of the pseudo-online hBCI simulation for MA vs. BL and WC vs. BL were inferior
to the offline classification accuracy (p = 0.0078 and 0.0039, respectively) because a chronological
split usually yields more conservative results than a random sampling [5]. Figure 6 showed the
pseudo-online analysis results, and only one NIRS case contained a classification accuracy lower than
the theoretical chance level of 60% for MA vs. BL (participant 10). In addition, an online classification
was emulated as a function of the number of training samples. The classification accuracy gradually
increased as the number of training samples increased. Considering the effective binary BCI threshold
of 70%, more than 10 and 15 samples were required as training samples for MA vs. BL and WC vs. BL,
respectively. For more details, see the Supplementary Information. Overall, the pseudo-online analysis
results implied that it was possible to successfully apply the proposed BCI paradigm to develop an
online BCI system based on our experimental setting. The WC task within the short trial length is
potentially appropriate for online hBCI implementation. In addition, the calibration phase should
be optimized to directly apply our suggestion to the online classification experiment. In this study,
20 trials per task were used for the pseudo-online classifier training. Thus, 10–15 min are required to
calibrate the classifier to implement the online BCI system. The optimal or necessary length of the
calibration time remains unknown. To improve the practicality, this should be examined in future
studies. Additional analysis results in the Supplementary Information provide second-hand evidence
that a minimum of 10 training samples are required for MA vs. BL and a minimum of 15 training
samples are required for WC vs. BL.
Previous studies on BCI have adopted MA as a BCI task because MA induces reliable brain
activations with high reproducibility [70–72]. Mental singing (music imagery) [44,63], mental
rotation [70,73], and verbal fluency, such as phonemic silent word generation and semantic silent word
generation, were also frequently used [73,74]. However, the WC task is a verbal fluency task that has
been rarely used in previous BCI studies. A comparison of task-induced ERD/S characteristics between
the MA and WC tasks was shown in Figure 3. Similar characteristics (ERD) in the α- and high-β
bands were observed accompanying the task-specific unique characteristics in other frequency bands.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 4, the spatiotemporal characteristics of the task-induced hemodynamic
responses between the MA and WC tasks partly overlapped, although they also exhibited their own
unique patterns. However, the unique patterns were not enough to be distinguished based on a single
trial classification. Moreover, the WC task exhibited significantly different spatiotemporal patterns with
respect to the ERD/S and hemodynamic responses than those of the BL and resulted in a meaningful
classification accuracy between the WC and BL tasks. The WC task is also intuitive and does not
require preliminary training, as required by MA, and thus the WC task could be an adequate mental
task for developing a BCI. The WC task could be also used to examine the participant-dependent
optimal BCI task pair that shows a high classification accuracy [70]. Furthermore, because the WC task
has been rarely employed in BCI studies, it would be interesting to examine the difference in the BCI
performance for the traditional verbal fluency task [75,76].
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5. Conclusions
In the study, promising classification accuracy was achieved with a shorter trial length using
the hBCI system, and significant improvements were validated in the ITR owing to the improved
classification accuracy of the hBCI system and the reduced trial length. In addition, the WC task
achieved a competitive BCI performance in terms of the classification accuracy when compared with
that of the MA task. The pseudo-online emulation results implied that the proposed BCI paradigm
could be potentially applied to an online BCI system.
Supplementary Materials: The following is available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/18/6/1827/s1,
Figure S1: Time courses of concentration changes of (a) HbR and (b) HbO for mental arithmetic (MA), word chain
(WC), and baseline (BL), Figure S2: Classification accuracy for MA vs. BL and WC vs. BL as a function of the
number of training samples.
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